
 STROUD VALLEYS               
  CANAL COMPANY

How to apply to set up a new boating business or expand an existing business on 
the Thames & Severn and Stroudwater Canals and Commercial licence fees

SVCC aims to increase visitors to our canals and ensure that they have an enjoyable experience, 
so they want to return with friends and family. We believe that waterborne businesses, in all their 
richness and diversity, can make a significant contribution to achieving this aim. We want to 
encourage and support boating businesses to thrive and offer high quality services which add life 
and vitality to our canals and riverside destinations. 

All applications are dealt with in the same way. The process is:

 If you are a new or existing customer with a new business proposal, you are required to 
complete an Operating Proposal.  Please download it to your computer or print it off, fill it in 
and send it to: 

 SVCC, 114, Watery Lane, Newent GL18 1PY or email it to sheila@darklight.net.

 Once in receipt of an Operating Proposal, SVCC will invite internal consultation and 
produce an appraisal of the proposal within 6 weeks. Where the proposal is complex, we 
may require longer time-scales to complete this appraisal. (You will be notified of any 
delay). Do not commit financially to your proposed business before receiving our ‘in 
principle’ approval

 Where SVCC has confirmed that your Operating Proposal is acceptable in principle and no 

works are required, we will advise you on the next stage of authorising your business 
activity (e.g. Commercial licence agreement or mooring agreement)

 Where your proposal requires works affecting SVCC property OR if you are an existing 
customer with an existing property contract who wishes to carry out works, you will be 
asked to complete a Works Proposal for which there is a fee.

 Once in receipt of a Works Proposal, SVCC will invite internal consultation and produce a 
report within 6 weeks. Where the proposal is complex, we may require longer time-scales to
complete this review. (You will be notified of any delay).

 Where planning permission for the proposed works is required, in order to allow you 
sufficient time to achieve this, we will allow you up to six months to provide us with a 
Detailed Submission following the issuing of our Works Proposal report.

 Once SVCC is happy that you have satisfied its criteria, you will be required to enter into an
appropriate formal agreement with SVCC before starting any works.

 SVCC will provide you with an ‘Authorisation for access’ form for you to display in a 
prominent place.  SVCCs Engineer OR Surveyor will monitor the works (as appropriate) 
and liaise with you throughout the construction stages

 Commercial Licence fees and Terms & Conditions are reviewed annually on 1 April every 

year. A pro rata charge will be made from the first day of the month in which the Licence is 
issued up to the next 31st March.
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 If you are upgrading from a standard licence to a Commercial Licence we can give a pro-
rata refund for the unused portion of the standard licence.

We may carry out credit checks on both companies and individuals. We will advise you if the 
checks are unfavourable and speak with you about payment methods and/or guarantees that may 
enable your application to proceed.

Stroud Valleys Canal Company
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